paper,' Visually controlled locomotion and visual orientation in animals,'w as am ilepost in his development of at heoryo fp erception that would do justice to ordinary behaviour in natural environments.Inparticular,itprovidedthe first statement of an information-based approachtoperception and action, which continues to influencem uch contemporaryw orki nh umans, animals,a nd robots.I nt his comment, Idiscuss the context forGibson'sevolving ideas about perception and offera brief statusreport on his theoryofv isual control.
2000; Perotti, Todd, Lappin, &P hillips,1 998) and visual control (Pepping &G realy, 2007; Warren, 2004) .
Second,i nt he 1958 article Gibsonb egan to reconceptualize thep hysical environment in behaviourally relevant terms, that is, in terms of what it affords for action. Rather than perceiving space, an animal perceives possibilities forb ehaviourpaths forw alking or climbing; barriers, openings, and falling-offp laces;o bjects that afford eating,m ating, danger,o bstacles,o rs helter.G iven that these environmental entities are constituted by combinations of properties (edges, shape,t exture, colour, material composition, and biological motion) and that such combinations are specified by higher-orderopticalpatterns, Gibson argued that affordances can be perceived (see also Warren &Whang, 1987; Mark, 1987; Adolph, 2005) . Mattersofmeaning and value were therebysmuggled into the domain of perception: animals perceiveaspects of the environment that matterf or their behaviour and survival.
At this stagei nh is thinking, Gibson wass till struggling to salvagea ni ncreasingly creaky behaviourism. He sought an 'S-R theoryo fi dentifying reactions,'i nw hich the stimuli are goal-objects and the responses are acts, and ac omplementary' S-R theory of control reactions,'i nw hich the stimuli are optic flow patterns and the responses are locomotor behaviours.B ut Gibson wasa ware of the limitationso ft his framework. He couched visual control in terms of the new cybernetics,s ubsequently realized that one object may have multiple affordances and supportm any acts (1979) , and concluded that the optic array provides not stimuli but information that canb e selected foraparticular purpose: 'Perception is not ar esponse to as timulus, but an act of information pickup', (Gibson 1979, pp. 56-57) . This ledG ibson (1966) to reconsider the senses as active perceptual systemst hat seek out and attend to higherorder information.C ommentatorso ften associate Gibson with a' bottom-up' as opposed to a' top-down' approacht ov ision, but as he wasf ond of saying, this dichotomyi sp ernicious. Rather than as timulus-driven hierarchy that assembles elementary featuresi nto percepts, perceptual systems are integrated networks with upward and downward pathways that extract higher-orderi nformation in at askdependent manner.
This brings us to the third keyc ontribution of the 1958 paper,t he formulae fora theoryo fv isual control of locomotion. Gibson'sc entral hypothesis is that optic flow provides information forb oth the perception of self-motion ( visualk inaesthesis) and thec ontrol of self-motion, so behaviour canb ef unctionallys pecific to the environmentals tate of affairs. Visual control is circular,i nt hat self-produced optic flow provides 'feedback' that is used fors ubsequent control. The five formulae he articulatesa re admittedly rather intuitive,a nd shouldb et reated as empirical hypotheses. With the advent of computer graphics and virtual reality techniques, theyare being submitted to experimentaltest and revision. Let me attempt abrief status report.
(a) Starting and stopping: Gibson proposed that to move forward, one should 'contract the muscles so as to make the optic array flow outward,' and to stop one should 'make the flow cease'. Lee and his colleagues (Lee &A aronson, 1974; Lee & Lishman, 1975) initially confirmed that human infants and adults indeed stabilize their standing posture by seeking to maket he flow cease. Ap atterno fr adial outflow that specifies forward movement induces backward posturals way, whereas radial inflow that specifies backward movement inducesf orward sway( see also Bardy, Warren, &Kay,1996; Dijkstra,Schöner,Giese,&Gielen,1994; van Asten, Gielen,&van der Gon, 1988 ).
However,s ubsequent researchh as demonstrated that things are, naturally, more complicated. In terrestrial animals such as ourselves, posturalcontrol is also influenced by somatosensoryinformation from the feet and ankles (Diener,Dichgans, Guschlbauer, &Mau, 1984) or even the fingertip (Jeka, Schöner,Dijkstra, Ribeiro, &Lackner,1997) , as well as visual information about the distancet os urfaces (Paulus, Straube, Krafczyk, & Brandt, 1989 ; Stoffregen, Bardy,M erhi, &O ullier,2 004). As Gibson observed in 1958, we live in asea of information and pick it up in multiple ways.
(b) Approachingw ithout collision: Gibson proposed that brakingi sc ontrolled by 'moving so as to cancelt he centrifugal flow' at the moment the visual angle of the surface specifies contact. Lee (1976) formally showed that this could be achieved by keeping the rate of changei nt ime-to-contact ( t˙)n ear ar eference value of 2 0.5, and experimental evidences upported the theory (Kim, Turvey,&Carello, 1993; Yilmaz & Warren, 1995) . Recently,h owever,F ajen (2005 Recently,h owever,F ajen ( , 2008 has reported data inconsistent with the theory and proposed instead that brakingi nvolves keeping the deceleration required to stop within the controllable range, based on the global optic flow rate. Researcho nt his topic thus continues to evolve.
(c) Steeringand obstacle avoidance: To steer to ag oal, Gibson proposed that one move so as to keep the center of outflow within the contour of the target, symmetrically magnifying it; to avoid an obstacle, keep it outside the obstacle'sc ontour,p roducing skewed magnification. However,t here are number of alternative strategies, and the ensuing evidence indicates that humans and animals exploit several of them. First, contrarytoGibson's formula, Rushton, Harris, Lloyd, and Wann (1998; Harris&Bonas, 2002) reported that people ignore the optic flow and walk in the egocentric direction of the target. In contrast, Warren,K ay,Z osh, Duchon, and Sahuc (2001; Bruggeman & Warren, 2007) found that, in more structured visual environments,r eliance on the heading specified by optic flow increasingly dominates, as Gibson suggested. Third, to steer down acorridor, people, like honeybees,equalize the rate of flow on the left and right sides (Duchon &Warren, 2002; Srinivasan, Lehrer,Kirchner,&Zhang, 1991) .These multiple strategies providefor robust steering control under avariety of environmental conditions. Recently,wehave modelled steering and obstacle avoidance as adynamical system,inw hich the locomotor path emerges from the agent-environment interaction rather than being explicitlyplanned (Fajen &W arren, 2003; Warren &Fajen, 2008) .
(d) Pursuit andfl ight: Finally, Gibson reasoned that analogous formulae could be used to pursue amoving target, by steering so as to maximize the contour of the preyor to minimize the contour of ap redator.B ut recent researchh as shown that this is only parto ft he story. To intercept am oving target, humans, dragonflies, and bats all use a constantb earing strategy:r ather than heading directly towards the target, theya im ahead of it by nullifying changei nt he target'sb earing direction in space ( Fajen & Warren, 2004 ; Ghose, Horiuchi,K rishnaprasad,&Moss,2 006; Olberg, Worthington,&Venator,2 000; see also Chardenon, Montagne, Laurent, &B ootsma, 2005; Lenoir,Musch, Thiery, &Savelsbergh, 2002) . As Gibson proposed,italso appears that the optical expansion or contraction of the target is used to regulate pursuit speed (Warren &C hardenon, 2004) .I mportantly,t he converses trategy is used to avoid a moving obstacle by avoiding ac onstantb earing direction (Cohen, Bruggeman, & Warren, 2009) .
The main contribution of paper was to place the problem of visual control on the agenda forpsychology and to point out its repercussions foratheoryof perception. The fact that animals can successfully geta bout by vision implies that higher-order information is available to specify the environment and to control action, and that the visual system is designed to exploit it. We are only beginningtounderstand the implications of these observations fort he organization of perception and action.
